PRESS RELEASE

Hellenic Cadastre has made the following announcement:

The Cadastre Survey enters its final stage:
The collection of cadastral survey declarations starts in other three regional units of:
Icaria, Samos and Chios

The collection of declarations of ownership starts on Monday, January 14, 2018, in other three regional units throughout the country. Anyone owing real property in the above areas is invited to submit declarations for their real property either at the Cadastral Survey Office in the region where their real property is located or online at the Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr

The deadline for the submission of declarations for these regions, which begins on January 14 of 2019, is April 15 of 2019 for residents of Greece and July 15 of 2019 for expatriates and the Greek State.

Submission of declarations is mandatory. Failure to comply will incur the penalties laid down by law.

The areas (pre-Kapodistrias LRAs) where the declarations for real property are collected and the competent offices are shown in detail below:

AREAS AND CADAstral SURVEY OFFICES FOR COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS
NORTH AEgeAN REGION

1. Regional Unit of Icaria
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

A) ICARIA

B) FOURNOI KORSEON

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Evdilos of Icaria:
Municipal road of Evdilos - Akamatra, P.C. 83302

Telephone no: 22732 00098
Opening hours:
Monday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM

2. Regional Unit of Samos
Of the Municipality of SAMOS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS KONSTANTINOS, AGIOI THEODOROI, AMPELOS, VATHY, VOURLIOTES, DRAKAIOI, KALLITHEA, KARLOVASI, KASTANEA, KOKKARI, KONTAKIKA, KONTAKAIKA, KOSMADAIOI, KOUMAIKA, KOUMARADAIOI, LEKA, MANOLATES, MARATHOKAMPOS, MAVRATZAIIOI, MESOGEIO, MYLOI, MYTILINEIOI, NEOCHORI, PAGONDAS, PALAIOKASTRO, PANDROSO, PLATANOS, PYTHAGOREIO, PYRGOS, SKOURAIKA, SPATHARAIIOI, STAVRINIDES, YDROUSSI and CHORA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Vathy of Samos:
Kanari Str., Perivolia District, P.C. 83100
Telephone no: 22732 00098
Opening hours:
Monday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM

3. Regional Unit of Chios
A) OINOUSSES
B) Of the Municipality of Chios, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIO GALA, AGIOS GEORGIOS SYKOUSIS, AMADES, VESSI, VIKI, VOLISSOS, DIEVCHA, ELATA, KAMPIA, KARDAMYLOI, KERAMOS, KOUROUNIA, LAGKADA, LEPTOPODA, LITHI, MELANI, MESTA, NEA POTAMIA (POTAMIA)*, NENITOURIA, OLYMPOI, OMIROUPOLI, PARMPARIA, PIRAMA, PISPILOUNTA, PITYOUNTA, PYRGI, SIDIROUNTA, SPARTOUNTA, SYKIADA, TRYPES, FYTA and CHALANDRA
C) PSARA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Chios:
3 Aeroporou Rodokanaki Str., Farkaina District, P.C. 82132
Telephone no: 22715 00037 and 22710 25700
Opening hours:
Monday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
**General Information:**
From Monday to Friday from 08:30 AM to 3:30 PM
call 210-6505600 or visit the website www.ktimatologio.gr